Application instructions

A completed AAS-GAAS Fellowship application consists of the materials listed below:

1) The cover sheet, filled in by typewriter or scanned and completed electronically.
2) A curriculum vitae of no more than three pages.
3) A concise description (no more than two-double-spaced pages long) of your proposed research project and its significance for scholarship. In this narrative, please be sure to locate your project in the relevant historiography, clearly indicate the specific research materials at AAS you intend to consult, and note the current status of the project and your plans and schedule for completing it for publication or submission as a dissertation.
4) A list of sources, with amounts and dates, of any other funding (past, present, or future) awarded for your present project. Also, please list any other grants for which you may presently be applying.
5) A selective bibliography of no more than one page providing, for purposes of context, a list of secondary works critical to the proposed study.
6) Two letters of recommendation from persons in your field competent to judge the significance of your proposed project and able to assess fairly your previous work. Doctoral candidates should submit one letter from their dissertation advisor and one from another person who is able to evaluate the applicant’s potential as a scholar. In either case, please direct your referees to speak to the research proposal at hand. These letters should be sent directly to the current Vice President of the GAAS, Prof. Dr. Miriam Strube, as noted below.

Please mail (do not fax or e-mail) the original and five photocopies of items 1-5 above (each set stapled together) to

Prof. Dr. Miriam Strube
Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik
Warburger Straße 100
Universität Paderborn
33098 Paderborn

All Application materials, including the required number of letters of recommendation, must be postmarked no later than April 1, 2024.
Christoph Daniel Ebeling Fellowship 2023/24
Jointly sponsored by the GAAS and AAS

Application Cover Sheet

Please refer to the detailed instructions before completing this cover sheet.

Name

Place and Date of Birth

Street

Zip Code, City

Telephone (home)  (office)

E-Mail-Adresse(s)

Institution

Present position

Department

Short Writing Title of AAS-Project

Names, titles, and institutional affiliations of two persons who will submit letters of recommendation on your behalf:

1. 

2. 

Signature  Date